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HOUSING UNITS
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Ready To Play? 
We just launched our new 
“Ready To Play?” advertising 
campaign across the country. 
Through this campaign, AHF is 
working to educate people on 
the importance of testing before 
and after play. 
This message is always relevant 
but even more important 
with the recent spread of 

monkeypox. Anyone who has 
multiple sexual partners should 
visit an AHF Wellness Center, 
testing location, or testing van 
regularly. 
To help get the word out, please 
join us in posting about the 
“Ready To Play” campaign on 
Twitter. Simply scan the QR 
code and hit send!

We’ve also launched our 
new “Just a Prick” advertising 
campaign across the country. 
This campaign reminds the 
public that HIV is still a threat to 
public health and that we must 
remain steadfast in our mission 

to prevent, test, and treat HIV. 
To help get the word out so 
that more people stay vigilant 
in fighting HIV, you can also 
post “Just a Prick” on Twitter. 
It’s easy. Scan the QR code and 
tweet! 

Just a Prick

#ProtectTheChild launches to 
Empower Africa’s Youth!

Country teams across the AHF 
Africa Bureau recently launched 
the “Protect the Child” campaign 
as part of the Day of the African 
Child (DAC) celebrations, 
reaching thousands of young 
people with age-appropriate 
comprehensive sexual health 
education (CSE) initiatives. The 
campaign also provided HIV/STI 
testing, comprehensive health 
screenings, and counseling for 
students in secondary schools.

The campaign specifically 
advocates for the health 

of African youth, who are  
disproportionally affected by 
HIV. Research shows CSE 
significantly decreases rates of 
HIV, other STIs, and unplanned 
pregnancies. Despite this, it 
remains a contentious issue 
in sub-Saharan Africa, getting 
pushback from religious and 
community leaders and even 
some governments.

Besides health services and CSE, 
DAC events included engaging 
activities such as theater, dances, 
poetry readings, and art displays 

created by participating youth. 
The campaign will continue for 
the next few months — but mark 
your calendars for International 
Day of the Girl Child in October 
when the AHF Africa Bureau 
plans to unveil expanded Protect 
the Child initiatives!

Lesotho events offered workshops 
on communications and vocational 
training for young women. 

Girls Act ambassadors in Eswatini led 
PTC celebrations focused on CSE in 
their communities.

Students from 11 schools in 
Mozambique received cancer 
screenings and family planning 
services. 

Over 100 youth in Sierra Leone held 
a Q&A session and gave inputs on 
improving community CSE programs.

Advocates at events in South Africa 
distributed condoms and broke 
barriers to treatment for youth.

CSE advocates in Zimbabwe hosted 
discussions on live TV with health and 
policy experts.
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WeHo Hosts Monkeypox Town Hall

Alexander Goncalvez, AHF Sr. Director of Public Health
takes a question at the West Hollywood Monkeypox Town Hall

Let’s go back to the basics 
for a moment. A town hall 
meeting isn’t exactly what 
it sounds like. In 2022, it is 
not a literal meeting of town 
residents. The goal of a town 
hall meeting in today’s climate 
is to keep your employees, 
team and your community up 
to date on specific information. 
It is an approachable forum to 
have voices heard, challenge 
the facts presented and 
more importantly, ask tough 
questions. 
On a warm Wednesday 
evening in late July in the city 
of West Hollywood, an actor 
along with doctors, clinicians, 
epidemiologists, and community 
partners, took a very important 

step and came together to 
take part in the first town hall 
meeting to examine the state 
of monkeypox and exchange 
views on the outbreak. Hosted 
by LA Blade Magazine and 
publisher Troy Masters, this 
two-hour key event was an 
open conversation inside the 
West Hollywood City Council 
Chambers. Moderated by 
KTLA Reporter, John Fenoglio, 
he stuck to the agenda and 
broke the ice by establishing a 
healthy, welcoming and open 
environment for the panel to 
discuss the monkeypox virus 
and the stigma surrounding it. 
At the time, not yet declared 
a public health emergency, 
monkeypox is a shared problem 

that is growing. It is a crisis 
with no room for blame. “A 
virus anywhere is a problem 
everywhere,” stated Troy 
Masters. The event kicked off 
with the reading of a profound 
letter from Congressman 
Adam Schiff. The congressman 
accused the federal government 
of falling short on the response 
that is needed to confront 
the monkeypox virus. Amid 
reports of the lack of vaccines 
and absence of information 
for healthcare providers, the 
letter also urged the Biden 
Administration to step up and 
take action. 
Dr. Leo Moore, Medical Director 
for Clinic Services at the Los 
Angeles County Department of 

1. The Los Angeles County 
Department of Public 
Health should conduct twice 
weekly public briefings 
outlining the number of new 
cases and where they are 
occurring.
2. Warnings to the gay and 
bisexual male population 
should be launched by 
DPH online, in newspapers 
and in outdoor advertising 
advising men to watch for 

symptoms; avoid group 
sexual situations; consult 
a doctor if you have 
symptoms indicative of 
monkeypox, and isolate if 
you are diagnosed.
3. Require signs to be 
posted in commercial sex 
venues and via banner 
or other ads on hookup 
applications.
4. Lobby the federal 
government to supply 

vaccine on an emergency 
basis.  
5. Regularly engage 
community partners to 
assist the Department of 
Public Health in prevention, 
testing, vaccination and 
treatment of monkeypox.
6. Engage universities to 
initiate studies to determine 
the changed characteristics 
of monkeypox in the current 
pandemic.

Public Health was the first on 
the panel to take the podium. 
Dr. Moore provided what 
he referred to as situational 
updates on the dramatic rise 
in cases and contract tracing. 
Though the entire panel 
debunked monkeypox as an 
STD, everyone agrees that it is 
a virus that can infect anyone; 
particularly impacting gay and 
bisexual men. 
While Dr. Andrea Kim talked 
about the steps being taken 
to ensure a vaccine strategy 
creating public health pods 
and the pre-registration of 
slots to receive the vaccine, 
Don Wohlfeiler, Co-Founder 
at Building Healthy Online 
Communities and Translator, 
focused on outreach the mental 
health, space, and acceptance 
that is needed for someone 
who is struggling with a positive 
monkeypox diagnosis. 
Though criticism from LBGTQ 
activists was a common theme, 
everyone demands to know 
how they fit into the large-scale 

trajectory of resources and 
outreach efforts.
This town hall meeting was a 
powerful moment. Other than 
coming together, there was no 
real success to celebrate. It simply 
became a night to reinforce 
culture and values and help 
people feel connected. Because 
now, more than ever, it is needed. 
AHF has been calling on the Los 
Angeles County Department of 

Public Health to ramp up public 
education on the virus and its 
prevention, and the organization 
has proposed a 6-point plan to 
manage the spread. 

AHF was among the first 
to sound the alarm on 
monkeypox, helping vital 
information get to at-risk 
communities by holding 
teleconferences on the 
outbreak. 

To learn more about the signs 
and treatment of monkeypox, 
please scan this QR code and 
visit AHF’s information site. 

Monkeypox Response: AHF’s 6-Point Plan for the  
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health

Troy Masters, Publisher/Editor, LA Blade Magazine
speaks at the West Hollywood Monkeypox Town Hall
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AHF Uganda Cares Turns 20! 
One of AIDS Healthcare 
Foundation’s first and longest-
running global treatment 
programs, AHF Uganda Cares, 
celebrated a momentous 
milestone last month in the city of 
Masaka–its 20th anniversary of 
lifesaving work in the country! 
“From a little acorn seed, a mighty 
oak has grown–that’s how I can 
best describe the growth of the 
Uganda Cares program from 
its humble beginnings in the 
old private wing of the Masaka 
Regional Referral Hospital,” said 
Dr. Penninah Iutung, AHF Africa 
Bureau Chief. “The program’s 
evolution since then has been a 
sight to behold–Uganda Cares 
has shown how people living 
with HIV can thrive with access 
to antiretroviral therapy. We must 
thank our supportive government 
and NGO partners, the community, 
and our dedicated staff and clients. 
Together, we will continue keeping 
the promise to control HIV/AIDS in 
Uganda and across the continent.”
Through a partnership with the 
ministry of health, Uganda Cares 
first began providing lifesaving 
antiretroviral treatment (ART) to 100 
patients in 2002. Since then, the 
program has expanded to become 
one of the country’s largest 
providers of free HIV/AIDS care 
and treatment, delivering services 
to more than 144,000 clients 
across 15 districts and 64 health 
facilities.
The commemoration in Masaka 
included a concert featuring 
Ugandan celebrity performers 
that entertained thousands of 
people, an inspiring youth talent 

show, and a press conference 
with government and civil society 
partners covered by multiple 
media outlets. 
The program also included 
discussions on HIV-related topics 
on five radio shows, social media 
activations by youth advocates, 
and a televised documentary. 
Pop-up medical services also 
reached hundreds in Masaka with 
cervical cancer screenings, HIV 
testing and counseling, and other 
general health services. 
“These celebrations reflect the 
culmination of twenty years of 
working to keep Ugandans living 
with HIV on treatment and prevent 
new infections,” added AHF 
Uganda Cares Country Program 
Director Henry Magala. “The 
success of the Uganda Cares 
program is a testament to what can 
be achieved when government 
and civil society work together 
to save lives by ensuring access 
to treatment and working to end 
HIV stigma. The last two decades 

Broward House: We Are Your People
If you are facing food insecurity 
or housing challenges and 
walk through the glass doors of 
Broward House, you are on the 
right path. If you’re striving to get 
out of a dark mental cycle that’s 
been keeping you stuck, Broward 
House will be there. Established 
in 1988, Broward House is one 
of the largest, independent, non-
profit organizations in South 
Florida with the incredible mission 
of supporting and serving both 
men and women touched by HIV/
AIDS. Client-centered and team 
centered, Broward House is a 
welcoming environment offering 
educational and preventional 
programs, as well as substance 
abuse treatment programs. 
Broward House not only aims to 
be the change, but to continue to 
make meaningful differences for 
everyone and anyone who needs 
it. 

To have an understanding of 
Broward House and the crew that 

bends over backwards to make 
it all happen, we talked with 20 
year veteran and CEO Stacy Hyde 
about why Broward House is that 
light at the end of so many tunnels.

Q: What makes Broward House 
different?

Stacy Hyde, CEO: We adapt to 
each need and person who walks 
through the door. We recognize 
that cultural proficiency means 
treating each person as a unique 
individual who deserves to be 
seen and heard. Our steller 
leadership team started in direct 
service positions and will take 
every step necessary to meet the 
client where they are literally and 
figuratively. 

Q: Why do we need Broward 
House?

Stacy Hyde, CEO: The impact of 
HIV, housing instability, addiction 
and stigma continue to have 
a staggering burden. Broward 
House has a strong foundation 
and the ability to implement true 
harm reduction. We are committed 
to mental health and substance 

abuse treatment services and 
continue to educate ourselves so 
that we may improve and expand.

Q:What changes are up and 
coming to Broward House?

Stacy Hyde, CEO: We are excited 
to strengthen our partnership with 
AHF and the pharmacy team. Next 
year, we will be joining the AHF 
main campus with some of our staff 
and expanding our client service 
Center location in Wilton Manors.

As we continue to grow our 
Behavioral Health programs, our 10 
independent living properties are 
undergoing structural repairs, in an 
effort to continue to provide stable 
housing to the families who live 
there. And our largest fundraiser 
the SMART Ride is coming up in 
November.

About The SMART Ride

The SMART Ride is the Southern-
most HIV/AIDS Ride in the US, 
and has become the second-
largest HIV/AIDS bicycle ride in 
the country. It is the only one of its 
size to give back 100% to ASOs 
throughout Florida. 

Stacy Hyde, CEO of Broward House Broward House staff plan the SMARTRide event.

have been successful, but we’re 
not stopping here. We’ll continue 
working to keep the promise and 
control the country’s HIV epidemic, 
particularly among the young 
people, by sustaining prevention 
and treatment interventions while 
enhancing collaboration with 
partners at all levels.”
Uganda Cares has achieved 
many milestones over the years, 
including being recognized by 
UNAIDS and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) as a best 
practice model for delivering ART, 
implementing essential HIV and 
STI prevention services, including 
condom distribution campaigns 
that saved countless lives, and 
launching AHF’s successful Girls 
Act program in 2016.
The 20th anniversary celebration 
for Uganda Cares is just one of 
several upcoming AHF Africa 
country programs commemorating 
their start on the continent. Be 
on the lookout for more exciting 
coverage in the coming months!
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Above: AHF Board 
Member Diana Hoorzuk, 
Dr. Daniel Kyabayinze 
representative from the 
Ministry of Health of 
Uganda, and Terri Ford 
cut the cake alongside 
AHF Uganda Cares staff.

Left: Oluwakemi Gbadamosi, Senior 
Manager of PR and Communications, 
enjoys the skits and poetry performed 
by the youth.

Left: Members of Positive Youth in 
Action enjoy the performances put 
on by their peers.

Above: Sareen Davidian, 
Assoc. Director of Global 
Creative Design, meets 
with local Girls Act 
members during the youth 
artisan showcase.

Below: Every celebration needs a cake!

Right: Concert 
goers enjoy 

Ugandan rapper 
Feffe Bussi’s 

performance on 
the main stage.

Right: Henry 
Magala, Country 

Program Director 
for AHF Uganda 

Cares, shares his 
welcoming remarks 

during the youth 
talent show.

Far Right: 
Traditional 

Ugandan dancers 
and musicians kick 

off the festivities 
for the 20th 

anniversary concert 
celebration.

Above: Press conference with panelists Terri Ford, Chief of 
Global Advocay & Policy, Henry Magala, CPD of Uganda Cares, 

youth advocate Trevor Emojel, AHF Ambassador Mama Angelina 
Wapakhabulo, Hon. Vincent Sempijja, and representatives from 

the Uganda AIDS Commission and the National Forum of People 
Living with HIV/AIDS Networks in Uganda.

Above: Ugandan vocalist Chosen 
Becky serenades the crowd.

AHF Uganda Cares Turns 20! 
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BACK IN BLACC
CONTINUING THE CONVERSATION ABOUT HIV

“Of all the forms of 
inequality, injustice 
in healthcare is the 
most shocking and 
inhumane.”
- Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

Many companies and individuals 
have started non-profits to save our 
planet. Some wanted to support, 
honor, or encourage members of 
their community. While for others, 
launching a non-profit business 
is all about credibility, goodwill, 
or generating exposure to a 
movement. However, when you 
want to build a better future and 
shine a light on the social justice 
issues disproportionately impacting 
the health and wellness of Black 
Americans; where do you go? 

The answer is BLACC—The 
Black Leadership AIDS Crisis 
Coalition. Powered by AHF and 
taking charge of issues close to 
their hearts, BLACC was built 
to create an alliance of Black-
American cultural influencers and 
health advocates who want to 
share knowledge and expertise, 
while at the same time promoting 
education and awareness 
surrounding sexual health and 
wellness. 

The objective of this member-led 
group is to continue to position 
itself as a top resource, while 
addressing the systemic racial 
barriers that impact African 
Americans still struggling to 
achieve healthier lifestyles. When 

the pandemic exacerbated the 
deep fissures in our nation’s health 
care system, BLACC was there 
uplifting their collective voices. 
BLACC focuses on creating a 
pathway for equal healthcare 
access, donating to the cause, 
and advancing humanity. Since its 
inception, valiant BLACC members 
have been instrumental in their 
efforts to increase an open door to 
HIV education, testing, treatment, 
and prevention services. 

In 2020, Black Americans 
represented 12% of the U.S. 
population aged 13 and older, but 
43% of all new HIV diagnoses. Last 
year, in support of National Black 
HIV/AIDS Awareness Day, BLACC 
became stronger in numbers when 
they announced a partnership 
with iN-Hale Entertainment and All 
Tea No Shade Productions to take 
a stand against stigma, with the 
theme, “Stigma Gotta Go.” 

BLACC also recently attended 
the 2022 National Association 
of Black Journalists and National 
Association of Hispanic Journalists 

conference in Las Vegas to build 
relationships with black writers, 
producers, and news professionals 
who share news in and about the 
Black community with compassion 
and authenticity. By creating these 
vital media partnerships, BLACC’s 
work in awareness, education, and 
prevention of HIV/AIDS can reach a 
wider audience and have a positive 
impact on communities of color. 

BLACC has done more than simply 
join the conversation about the 
myriad of health and economic 
inequities experienced by Black 
Americans. BLACC is a great societal 
shift. They speak up. They speak 
out. BLACC is a new collective 
movement—too loud to ignore.

Movies that Matter
Top 5 Must-Watch Movies 
about HIV/AIDS
When you watch a really good movie, 
it’s like a gravitational pull. Every scene 
has layers and the characters infuse 
the film with an effervescent chemistry 
and energy that transcends the time it 
was created.

Movies also have the power to shed 
light on a dark subject. Here is a short, 
yet thoughtful list of five distinctive 
films you may want to Netflix and Chill.

Angels in America (2003) 
     90%       95%
Set in 1980’s New York, this engaging 
story explores the lives of people who 
have HIV. With its universal themes, 
prepared to be deeply engrossed by 
the humor, and unexpected twists and 
turns. Thoughtfully groundbreaking, 
this series is alive with unique 
moments that will immerse you into 
the story and its characters that swirl in 
and out of each other’s lives.

Gia (1998)
     93%       82%
One of the first women reported 
to die of AIDS in 1986, Academy 
Award Winner Angelina Jolie sets 
fire to the screen with a haunting 
portrayal of “Gia.” Rising from humble 
Philadelphian beginnings, Gia Carangi 

was a high-profiled fashion model. 
With a tough exterior, Jolie’s depiction 
is a work of art. She brilliantly takes 
you on an unforgettable journey.

BLACC leaders Imara Canady(L)   
and Anita Castille (3rd from L) pose with BLACC members. 

Dallas Buyers Club (2013)
     92%       91%
Matthew McConaughey won the Best 
Actor Oscar for playing the unlikeable 
crusader Ron Woodroof, a Texas 
party-boy who became a beacon of 
hope for AIDS patients. Diagnosed 
with AIDS, Ron Woodroof opposed 
and fought the medical industry 
and Pharmaceutical companies by 
selling HIV treatments that were not 
authorized in the U.S.

 

Boys on the Side (1995)
     74%       69%
Absorbing, funny and an incredibly self-
aware comedy-drama featuring Whoopi 

Goldberg as a lesbian, who reluctantly 
embarks on a road trip with Robin, 
played by Mary-Lousie Parker. With 
Drew Barrymore as a young woman 
escaping an abusive relationship, this 
film artfully celebrates an everlasting 
bond these women share after Robin is 
diagnosed with HIV.

Philadelphia (1993)
     79%       89%
It would be a crime against cinema not 
to mention this movie. Hollywood’s first 
big-budget film about HIV/AIDS starred 
two contrasting characters fighting 
for justice. Tom Hanks plays Lawyer 
Andrew Beckett, a man who hides his 
homosexuality and HIV status, teams 
up with homophobic Lawyer, Joe Miller 
played Denzel Washington, the only 
person willing to help him. Brilliant. 
Eloquent. Hits all the right notes.
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Month-over-month changes—AHF clients & staff June - July 2022 
AHF Clients: 
With the July 30, 2022 Global Patient Report, AHF now has 1,579,329 clients in care. 
This figure represents a census DECREASE (up 57,924 AHF clients or patients worldwide),  
month-to-month since the July 1, 2022 Global Patient Report. 

AHF Staff: 
A net increase of 39 AHF employees overall worldwide to 6,975 total AHF employees worldwide, including: 
• An INCREASE of 12 U.S. staff 
• An INCREASE of 27 in global staff numbers, and 
• 1,862 other AHF-supported staff in global programs (bucket staff, casuals, etc.)
This report also includes a breakout of the 2,832 clients now enrolled in our various Positive Healthcare (PHC & PHP) 
Medicare and Medicaid managed care programs in California and Florida. 

Under its Positive Healthcare brand, AHF operates managed care programs for people living with HIV and/or AIDS 
in California and Florida. http://positivehealthcare.net Total Current Positive Healthcare Client Enrollment is 2,832 
clients, with Roster Numbers broken down as follows:
In California:
• 791 enrollees in PHC California, a Medi-Cal (Medicaid) managed care plan for people living with AIDS in Los 

Angeles County. 
• 649 enrollees in PHP (HMO SNP) Medicare Advantage Prescription Drug health plan specifically for Medicare 

beneficiaries who are living with AIDS in reside in Los Angeles County.
In Florida:  
• 1,392 enrollees PHP (HMO SNP), a Medicare Advantage Prescription Drug health plan specifically for Medicare 

beneficiaries who are living with HIV and reside in Broward and Miami-Dade Counties.
AHF Research has over 10 years of experience with anti-retroviral (ARV) studies and is dedicated to discovering 
better treatments and improving quality of life for people living with HIV. aidshealth.org/research
AHF Dental currently operated two full service dental clinics for people living with HIV/AIDS in the US. In Los 
Angeles, the Downtown AHF Dental Clinic serves a census of 1,330 patients (as of 7/30/22). In South Florida, the 
AHF Dental Clinic in Ft. Lauderdale currently serves a census of 337 patients. (as of 7/30/22).

AHF Contact: Ged Kenslea, Senior Director of Communications
gedk@ahf.org          323.308.1833          323.791.5526

July 2022 AHF Facts at a Glance – Key Highlights:

AHF Affiliates
AID Atlanta was first established in 1982 and affiliated with AHF in June 2015. aidatlanta.org 
AIDS Center of Queens County (ACQC) – The AIDS Center of Queens (NY) County was first established in 1986 and 
affiliated with AHF in February 2015. acqc.org 
AIDS Outreach Center (North Texas) – AOC began as a grassroots organization responding to the devastation of the HIV/
AIDS epidemic in 1986 and affiliated with AHF in Oct. 2017. aoc.org  
AIDS Taskforce of Greater Cleveland (ATGC) – The AIDS Taskforce of Greater Cleveland was first established in 1983 and 
affiliated with AHF in June 2013. aidstaskforce.org 
AIN (AIDS Interfaith Network d.b.a. as Access and Information Network), AIDS service organization serving vulnerable, 
low-income individuals in high levels of need in Dallas and North Texas for more than 30 years. Affiliated with AHF in 
September 2019. aindallas.org 
Broward House Founded in 1988 in Ft Lauderdale to provide housing to those living with HIV or AIDS, housing remains a 
core component of Broward House’s services. The agency expanded its services to include prevention, education, and 
related services in order to reduce the number of people becoming infected with HIV, increase the number of individuals 
living with HIV receiving care, and reduce stigma. It affiliated with AHF in February 2022.  browardhouse.org 
CALOR (Comprensión y Apoyo a Latinos en Oposición al Retrovirus)  – For over 30 years,  a leading provider of HIV/AIDS 
services to Chicago’s Latino community, affiliated with AHF in February 2017. facebook.com/CALORChicago 
Iris House Established in 1993, Iris House focuses on the needs of women living with HIV or AIDS in New York City and the 
greater NY/NJ area. It affiliated with AHF in July 2019. irishouse.org  
South Side Help Center (SSHC) – Chicago’s South Side Help Center was founded in 1987 and affiliated with AHF in 
February 2015.  southsidehelp.org 
Thursday’s Child. Established in 1989 and affiliated with AHF in November 2021,Thursday’s Child’s mission is to develop, 
to coordinate, and to provide services for People Living with and affected by HIV/AIDS on Long Island. thursdayschildofli.
org 
WORLD (Women Organized to Respond to Life-threatening Diseases)  The Oakland/East Bay-based WORLD was  
established in 1991 and affiliated with AHF in September 2014. womenhiv.org  

US & GLOBAL & PROGRAMS & COUNTRIES: 

US: NO new AHF Healthcare Centers, Wellness 
Centers, Pharmacies or Out of the Closet stores were 
added or opened in July.

GLOBAL: AHF’s Global program now operates 806 global 
AHF clinics, ADDING twenty-four (24) new treatment sites 
globally in July 2022, and CLOSING one (1) site.

AHF GLOBAL SITES ADDED or CLOSED IN JUNE 2022: 

Week ending July 29, 2022 
Nine (9) new global treatment sites were ADDED this 
week:
• MALAWI —Nsanje – Masenjere Health Center
• MALAWI —Nsanje – Trinity Hospital
• MOZAMBIQUE —Nampula – Larde
• MOZAMBIQUE —Nampula – Moma
• MOZAMBIQUE —Nampula – Mongicual & Liupo
• MOZAMBIQUE —Zambézia – Luabo
• MOZAMBIQUE —Zambézia – Mulevala
• MOZAMBIQUE —Zambézia – Namarroi
Week of July 22, 2022
One (1) new global treatment site was CLOSED this 
week:
• KENYA —Makueni – SA/AHF Kithituni Mission 

Health Cliniic
Week ending July 15, 2022         
Three (3) new global treatment sites were ADDED this 
week.
• GUATEMALA —Antiga – UIA UAI Betancourt
• PERU —2 Satellite sites opened

• RUSSIA —22 sites in Russia that had been suspended 
the previous week have been RESTORED to the 
Global Patient Report census this week.

Week ending July 8, 2022  
Twelve (12) new global treatment sites were OPENED in 
UGANDA while twenty-two (22) sites were SUSPENDED 
or CLOSED this week from the AHF global program in 
RUSSIA:
New UGANDA Sites OPENED:
• Amuru – Atiak HCIV
• Amuru – Pabbo HCIII
• Gomba – Kanoni HCIII
• Kitgum – Kitgum General Hospital
• Kitgum – Namukora HCIV
• Kumi – Atutur Hospital
• Kumi – Kumi Hospital Ongino
• Ngora – Ngora Freda Carr
• Ntungamo – Ntgunamo HCIV
• Ntungamo – Rwashamire HCIV
• Serere – Serere HCIV
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AHF Patients/Clients Worldwide 
*As of July 30, 2022  up 24,387 since 7/1/22)

AHF Employees, Worldwide Total: 
• AHF Employees, US
• AHF Employees, GLOBAL 
• AHF-supported staff, OTHER  
(Europe: 206;  Africa: 848; Asia: 718;   

Latin America/Caribbean: 90)

Number of AHF States  
(AL, CA, FL, GA, IL, IN, LA, MD, MS, NV, NJ, NY,  

OH, PA, PR, SC, TX, WA & District of Columbia)

Number of AHF Countries: 

Africa 

Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Mozambique, Malawi, Nigeria, 

Rwanda, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Eswatini, Uganda, 

Zambia, Zimbabwe

Americas 

Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, 

El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Jamaica, Mexico, Panama, 

Peru, USA 

Asia 

Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia, Laos, Myanmar,  

Nepal, Philippines, Thailand, Vietnam  

Europe 

Estonia, Georgia, Greece, Lithuania, Netherlands, 

Portugal, Russia, Ukraine, U.K. 

 

Annual Budget, FY 2022: (proj) 
Annual Budget, FY 2021: 

AHF Healthcare Centers, US
www.hivcare.org 

Global AHF Clinics 

AHF Pharmacy Outlets, US
www.ahfpharmacy.org 

Out of the Closet Stores, US
www.outofthecloset.org 

AHF Wellness Centers, US
www.freestdcheck.org  

Wellness Centers, Global

Free HIV Tests provided, 2021
US & affiliates                   
2,113 HIV+s identified in 2021 (1.2%+rate )       

Free HIV Tests, Global, 2021 
www.freehivtest.net

119,258 HIV+s identified in 2021 (3.3% + rate)

Mobile Testing Units, US 

Mobile Testing Units, Global 

Free condoms distributed 2021
(GLOBAL & US combined)

 1,637,253* 
US clients: 111,089

6,975
2,533
2,580
1,862

17
+ DC & PR

45

13 

13

10

9 

$2.6 billion 
$2.1 billion 

 

69
 15 states & DC & PR 

784

62
14 states & DC & PR

22
7 states 

35
13 states & DC

12 
5 countries

169,874
  2020: 126,442

2019: 221,277 

3,619,181
2020: 3,260,486

2019: 4,463,357

15
9 states

6
5 countries

73,870,087
2020: 68,873,376

2019: 91,021,890 

 

Food Pantry Info Housing Info

Food for Health locations, US 

Average guests served per day: 

2

200

Los Angeles

AHF Affiliates*

Healthcare Info

1,415 Units

834 Units
*AHF Affiliates: AID Atlanta, ACQC, AOC, ATGC, Broward House, Iris House

Down: 
1. Second-largest HIV/AIDS  
bicycle ride in the country.
2. ___The Child
3. Established in 1988.
4. Steadfast in the fight against HIV/AIDS.
7. AHF’s campaign to get tested regularly.
10. City in Uganda.
13. The city that hosted the National Association of 
Black Journalists conference.
17. Global celebration. 

August Crossword Puzzle
Find the answers in Inside Scoop!

Across:
5. Years in Africa.
6. International Day of the girl child Month
8. Monkeypox town hall held here.
9. Affinity group that attended a conference with 
Hispanic Journalists.
11. A town hall discussed this disease.
12. Gia.
14. This magazine hosted a West Hollywood town 
hall.
16. A Mathew McConaughey movie state.




